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It's Easy to be Brave from a Safe Distance. When Zekial Broome stops a sadistic slave chaser, Grissum McCord, from
whipping his captive, he and the girl have no choice but to flee west into the untamed lands of the wild frontier. If they can
make it to the Green River country, no one will ever find them. What they don't count on is McCord. With a five-hundreddollar bounty at stake and revenge in his heart, he'll follow them to hell and back, for as long as it takes. He’s murdered
before, but the revenge he plans for the buckskin-clad Broome would make a strong man quail. Zekial and Tilly are
forced to keep running, always looking over their shoulders, until they have no choice but to find a place to make their
stand. No matter what happens, they'll both be changed forever... but will they find the peace they seek to get on with
their lives? Non-stop action, life and death struggles, triumph and despair fill the pages of what may very well be the best
yarn yet from the pen of legendary author Dusty Richards.
??????????????????58?????????????,??????????;???????;??????????;??????????????????,???????????????.
Arizona is hard country. Good thing Chet Byrnes is a hard man . . . “Dusty Richards writes . . . with the flavor of the real
West.” —Elmer Kelton Chet Byrnes is building a new life in Arizona Territory as he expands his cattle ranching
operation—but trouble just keeps coming. A friend’s young daughter is abducted, and the search leads Chet and his men
to the wild town of Tombstone and ultimately south of the border, where everything comes with a price . . . and life is
cheap. As much as Chet longs to stay close to home and his beloved wife, friends and family continue to need his brand
of help. He's able to track stagecoach robbers and face down threats to his kin. But the pursuit of a band of ruthless
rustlers ends in a devastating tragedy for the Byrnes family . . . “Dusty takes readers into the real west at full gallop.”
—New York Times bestselling author Jodi Thomas “Dusty Richards is the embodiment of the old west.” —Storyteller
magazine
?????????????????
A rancher and US marshal battles a corrupt cabal as a new railroad comes to Arizona, in this powerful Western by a Spur
Award–winning author. In the brutal, unforgiving wastes of the Arizona desert, Chet Byrnes built a cattle ranching empire
with his bare hands, steel will, and a fast draw. As a US marshal, he risks his life to bring law to a lawless land. When a
new railroad route is planned to pass through Navajo territory, Chet fights to get the Indians a contract to supply the
locomotives with coal. But the corrupt politicians in Tucson and D.C. have other ideas. The coal contract means millions,
and the ruthless Tucson Ring will do anything to get it—even if it means killing a US marshal. Battling bandits, the railroad,
and a corrupt gang of millionaires, Chet won’t back down until the desert is painted red with blood.
In the thrilling saga from the Western Heritage and Spur Award–winning author, Chet Byrnes stands his ground—with his
courage, guns, and blood. For Chet Byrnes, building a ranching empire means adding new land, hiring good men, finding
water, and trying new breeds of cattle. But outlaws and Tucson’s idle rich want to take it all away—and Arizona just may
be too lawless to stop it. So while the Byrnes family expands its reach, Chet must do his job hunting down outlaws on
either side of the border. Chet’s cowboys prove to be tireless fighters, going up against former Mexican military men, a
powerful family with bad in their blood. Then Chet takes on the most dangerous risk of all: a bloody, all-out shooting
war—with everything to lose, and one last enemy to kill . . . “Dusty takes readers into the real west at full gallop.” —New
York Times-bestselling author Jodi Thomas “Dusty Richards writes . . . with the flavor of the real West.” —Elmer Kelton
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Spur Award–winning author: The telegraph is about to change the American West—and one rancher must battle those who would sabotage
his family’s future . . . The Byrnes family saga continues in this epic novel by Western Heritage and Spur Award-winning Dusty Richards,
starting with a trailblazing moment in our nation’s history—and ending in bloodsoaked vengeance . . . In a landmark feat of innovation, with
electric cables stretching from the Colorado River to Gallup, New Mexico, a new telegraph system will connect the settlers of the Arizona
Territory to rest of the country—a dream come true for rancher Chet Byrnes and his family. But laying four hundred miles of steel wire can be a
deadly task. Chet has to face off with hired henchmen who would kill to sabotage the project. Chet’s nephew JD has his hands full with
cutthroat rustlers on the Mexican border. And a pair of outlaws from Chet’s past has come seeking revenge for the hangings of the Reynolds
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clan—revenge that can only be paid with Byrnes family blood . . . “Dusty Richards writes . . . with the flavor of the real West.” —Elmer Kelton
????????????????????????????????????????,?????????????????,????????????????????????????
????????????????,??????????????????????????????,??????????????????????????,??????,????????????????????????,?????????,??????
?????????
Texas tough, Arizona-bound, and ready for any fight that comes . . . An epic saga by the Spur Award–winning author who writes with “the
flavor of the real West” (Elmer Kelton). With blood and tears, Chet Byrnes built a life in Texas, only to have it shattered by an ill-fated cattle
drive and a deadly family feud. Realizing he and his family need to start over in new territory, Chet and his young nephew set out for Arizona,
hoping to find a new home. Chet and Heck cross New Mexico and ride into Arizona. Encountering killers, bandits, a punishing climate, and a
harsh, haunting land, they search for the perfect place to settle down. For the sake of his family, Chet will have to risk dying before he can
meet the one woman who would make it all worthwhile . . .
Bloodthirsty hired guns are out to ruin a lawman’s plans for progress in this action-packed Western from the award–winning author of
Sharpshooter. Born out of the grit, sweat, and drive of a cattle ranching empire, U.S. Marshal Chet Byrnes is turning the savage and lawless
Arizona desert into a homeland. To some he’s the hero that the West needs. To others, he’s a moving target. Chet is spearheading a stage
line from Gallup to the Colorado River. It’ll be a boon to Navajo trading posts, and lay out the territory for new settlements. Unfortunately, it’s
not Gerald Hall’s idea of progress—killing Chet is. The mysterious Texas gambler has hired three kill-crazy assassins—and counting—to bury
Chet under a storm of bullets. To turn the tables on a game of revenge, Chet must match the deranged Texan play by play, body by body,
and bullet for bullet. Come hell or high water, that stage line is going through—even if it’s forged in blood.
A Spur Award-winning AuthorAn Arkansas Writers Hall of Fame InducteeA Byrnes Family Ranch NovelBuilding a ranching empire is one
thing, keeping it out of the hands of robbers, kidnappers, murderers, embezzlers, and every no good opportunist crawling through the Arizona
desert is a daily grind for Chet Byrnes. He's just as likely to rescue a stolen daughter as he is to recover rustled cattle on any given day. But
with a family to keep safe and enough real target practice to keep his aim deadly, nothing's going to stop Chet from bringing his ranch into a
bold new era. And if that means he'll have to go to war to run a new telegraph line through the godforsaken territories, he's got the manpower,
the willpower, and the bullets to light up the night with blood . . .
There is nothing better for the inside of a man than the outside of a horse. After four years on the bloody battlefields of Europe during World
War II, Army Staff Sergeant Mark Shaw returns home to Arizona with nothing but the hope of living a quiet existence and chasing the sunset
on horseback forevermore. Scarred by the war in the way only a soldier who has been on the front lines can be, his every step is haunted by
the rattle of machine guns, the roar of artillery, and the screams of dying friends and comrades. The homecoming he receives upon his
return, though, is nothing like what he'd hoped for—a wife who couldn't wait for him in an America that has become almost unrecognizable in
his absence. Shattered by her betrayal, Mark gives up on love, life, and the possibility of ever finding the peace he longs for. Life is not quite
done with Mark, however. While he throws himself into the backbreaking work of building a ranch, fate takes a hand, first in the form of Alma
Cornbird, a Pima woman, then in the guise of a beautiful rodeo queen named Julie Wright. Both women are determined not to let him slip
further into isolation and despair, and both leave their mark upon him. With their help, the violent afterimages of the war begin to fade, and life
blooms again from the hollow shell it left behind. The only thing he lacks is the right horse on which to chase that sunset once more. Blue
Roan Colt is the heartwarming story of a man broken by war and betrayal who finds salvation through the gift of love, brought to life by
legendary author Dusty Richards and his longtime writing partner, Velda Brotherton.
Charlie Brackeen owns the big ranch that takes up the entire north end of drought-stricken Callie County. When he pushes his B-Bar-M cattle
south of their own range, it’s no mistake—it’s a hostile takeover, enforced by Sheriff Alex Woodbridge, the tough, one-eyed former Texas
Ranger who’s in Brackeen’s pocket. They want the small ranchers leaderless and isolated so they can be picked off one-by-one and forced
to sell their land. They just didn’t count on Jed Mahan. Jed is a small-time rancher who wants nothing more than to raise his cattle in peace
and find comfort at the table and in the bed of the alluring Mrs. Gabriella Contras. As the county’s independent ranchers come together,
though, they look to him for leadership. Jed’s reluctant at first, but when he’s blamed for the murder of his neighbor’s son, he has no choice
but to step up. Woodbridge and Brackeen won’t waste time on something as trivial as a murder trial. Jed has two options—convince by-thebook county judge Neemore Davis of his innocence... or put Woodbridge in the ground before the old sheriff does the same thing to him. In
the dust and heat of a wild South Texas summer, it won’t take much of a spark to set off a range war in Callie County.
???·??,????????,??????????????????????,??????????????,????????·?????·?????
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The frontier comes alive in the saga of Chet Byrnes and his family empire, by the Spur Award–winning author who writes “with the flavor of
the real West” (Elmer Kelton). Between the living and the dead . . . The Byrnes family has fought fiercely for its ranching empire. And with
success comes the fate of empires: The Brynes have taken in far-flung family members, hired hands, and folks looking for another chance at
life. The Byrnes clan has taken their fair share of hurt, too, taking on outlaws too deadly and powerful for the law. When a stage is robbed of a
fortune in gold, the Byrnes boys set off on a wild race through the wilderness. But who are the men they are chasing? And where have they
stashed the gold? In a harsh, unforgiving land, the Byrnes men face a mystery of gold and death—that could explode like a bomb in their
hands . . . “Dusty takes readers into the real west at full gallop.” —New York Times bestselling author Jodi Thomas
"Chet Byrnes has built a ranching empire from the ground up. And he's defended it with his sweat, blood and a ragtag band of ranch-hand
fighters. Now a beautiful young Spanish widow comes into Chet's life, just as he starts off in search of a lost cattle drive that heads straight
into the eye of a sprawling, violent storm. Chet, and his men--and his seductive new woman--end up on a wild ride through Nebraska,
Colorado and Kansas, where authorities want to confiscate the beeves for trespassing. With Indians, outlaws and an oppressive government
crossing their path, Chet is on a cowboy's honeymoon: fighting and shooting all the way back home. But at home there's an even worse
danger: a lawless Tucson religious leader has been plotting a power play--and he's just commanded that Chet Byrnes must die" -The bloodiest crime in Texas history, and only one man has the guts to solve it. Bank robbery. Jailbreak. massacre. Alone, any one of them
would send good folks reeling. But when all three occur in the same night in the same small South Texas town leaving no eyewitnesses
behind, it could be the end of the world. Saddler County Sheriff Dell Hoffman is charged with bringing the perpetrators of these horrific crimes
to justice, but even the toughest and most cunning lawman in Texas has his limits. With nothing to go on but five bloody bodies, a cracked
safe, and an empty jail, Dell works the fringes of his sleepy little western town—among the forgotten, the invisible, and those who often see
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without being seen. The more he learns, though, the more he wishes he could forget. In search of the truth, Dell finds himself pulled into a
dark world of murder, deception, and brutality the likes of which he never imagined. Striking out on his own across the vast Texan prairie, he
risks it all in search of justice. Will he solve the most heinous crime in Texas history? Or will Dell's drive for justice lead him to an even greater
tragedy for both himself and those he cares for most?
Chet Byrnes sets off to Arizona to start a new life, but a woman angling for his heart, a do-nothing sheriff, trigger happy outlaws, and a
mysterious rancher threaten his new beginning.
“Dusty Richards is the embodiment of the old west. He brings it to life so realistically, you can almost feel the bullets whizzing past your
face.” —Storyteller magazine Never fight a man . . . Six hundred miles from a railroad head in Texas, Chet Byrnes and a handful of cowboys
set out to build a new life on the Arizona frontier. Behind the Byrnes family is a tale of bloodshed and blood feuds. What lies ahead is any kind
of future they can scrape together out of a merciless landscape—as long as they're willing to make it on their own. . . . who has fought his way
from Texas. From a woman who lays claim to Chet’s heart to a land ripe for grazing, the Arizona territory begins to open its arms to the
dauntless determination of the Byrnes family. But with every success there rises up a gathering danger. A sheriff who won’t do his job.
Trigger happy outlaws competing to kill. And a mysterious rancher hell bent on running a herd across Chet’s land—and forcing the Texan into
a war . . . “Dusty Richards writes. . .with the flavor of the real West.” —Elmer Kelton
Gil Slatter is quick on the draw and has a head for running a ranch—but he’s also a lonely man with nothing more than a cot in the bunkhouse
at the TXY Ranch to call home. When the ranch’s foreman drops dead of a heart attack and the owner picks Gil to take his place, his entire
world turns upside down. One day life is simple. The next, he’s running the entire outfit, buying new horses to replace the rundown remuda,
finding new markets for the beef, tackling the problems of water shortages and homesteaders and learning how to deal with the tough and
proud old man who owns the place. The old foreman’s passing means more than just a new job and new challenges on the ranch, though.
He also leaves behind a daughter, a willful young woman named Kate. When Gil drops by to pay his respects, she shocks him with a
somewhat outrageous proposal... and ends up stealing his heart. So starts the Western adventure of a lifetime. Between wild horses,
outlaws, rustlers, homesteaders, an ambitious young landowner with a mean streak, and the flirtatious, scheming wife of the ranch’s owner,
it’s no easy task for any man to handle. But with his new bride beside him, Gil is determined to take the TXY to new heights of success… or
die trying!

Norman Thompson doesn't seek out trouble, but it always seems to have a way of finding him, anyway. All he really wants is a job
as a ranch foreman. He'd tried in Montana, but ended up in a gunfight with a pair of ugly-looking brothers over a horse. Leaving
one dead and the other swearing revenge, Norm figures it'd be wise to make himself scarce. He heads south, making his way to
Nebraska. Instead of work, though, he finds something he never expected—a partner. Edith is a beautiful young woman seeking to
escape the clutches of her own sordid past. Together they buy a decrepit old cattle ranch—the legendary Rocking Chair— and start
driving herds up to the lush grass of the newly-opened Cherokee Strip. With Norm’s brawn and Edith’s brains, it’s a winning
combination. The sins of yesteryear, though, are not so easily left behind. While Norm settles into a new life as a ranch owner and
family man, forces are at work to take it all away. Will he and Edith find the happiness they’ve been searching for? Or will the
ghosts of the past burn it all to bitter ashes?
Librarians who work with readers will find this well-loved guide to be a treasure trove of information. With descriptive annotations of
thousands of genre titles mapped by genre and subgenre, this is the readers' advisor's go-to reference. • Helps librarians answer
the challenging question "What should I read next?" • Helps LIS students understand popular genres and better select books for
which readers are looking • Serves as a starting point for library patrons looking for their next read
????????????????????????????????????????????????????,????????????????????,??????,??????,???????,????,?????????????
,???????????????.
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A drunken plan to make some quick money with two friends landed drifter Whit Ralston in the Yuma Territorial Prison—the worst
prison in Arizona. Now he’s doing hard time in the inferno the inmates call the Hell Hole, counting the days until his release. He’s
vowed never to do anything so stupid again, but that becomes a hard promise to keep when his crazy cellmate starts talking about
a load of stolen gold stashed up in the mountains. When he falls for a beautiful, blue-eyed lady of the evening named Oleta who
seems as taken with him as he with her, he realizes he might have a new reason to run some risks. Once he gets out of prison,
Whit starts making plans—but he’s going to have to make better choices about just who to believe in order for his latest scheme to
hit pay dirt. People say a lot of things, especially when it’s money on the line. In the Old West, though, following the law is never
as important as trusting the right people.
Texas Blood FeudPinnacle Books
Traditional Chinese edition of Back on Blossom Street by Debbie Macomber, the 2005 Quill Award for Romance fiction winner, a
frequent resident on New York Times bestseller list, who has sold more than 100 million copies. In Chinese. Distributed by Tsai
Fong Books, Inc.
Spur Award–winning author: “Dusty takes readers into the real west at full gallop.” —New York Times bestselling author Jodi
Thomas Ride into an unforgettable tale of valiant courage and bloody conflict from the Western Heritage and Spur award-winning
author Dusty Richards . . . They’ve crossed the line . . . Chet Byrnes has his hands full taking care of his family and running his
ranching operation in Arizona Territory. But he still takes his responsibilities as a deputy US marshal very seriously. Bandits have
been crossing the border, cutting a bloody swath of mayhem—stealing horses, robbing banks, and murdering innocent folk—then
high-tailing it back to safety in Mexico. . . . for the last time. The chief US marshal asks Chet to lead a secret task force to stop the
raids and round up the border bandits—dead or alive. But the bandits fight back—putting a five-hundred-dollar bounty on Chet’s
head. Now he’s got bushwhackers to deal with, and when he’s led into an ambush, it’s kill or be killed in a life-or-death
showdown . . . “Dusty Richards writes . . . with the flavor of the real West.” —Elmer Kelton

????????????????????????????????????? ???????????????……?????? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????……????????????????????????????????????????? ?
http://www.locuspublishing.com/events/1111R061/
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Spur Award–Winning Author: “To read a Dusty Richards novel is to journey back into the Old West with a writer who knows the territory.”
—Jory Sherman, author of Trapper's Moon The land made him hard. The Byrnes family came to Texas and carved out a place on the land.
Three generations who paid in blood and treasure. Children carried off by Comanche. A brother lost to war. Lives shattered. Chet Byrnes was
trying to hold the ranch together through one more winter for one more cattle drive when he hanged three horse thieves this side of the Red
River—and a blood feud erupted . . . The future made him fight. A family wants revenge—no matter how just the hangings were. From attacks
on the Byrnes clan to the killing of livestock, the feud leads to one vicious murder—and then another. But amidst the violence and pain, a man
who has seen his youth slip by is about to get one last chance at life and love. If only Chet can end the war he started. If only he can survive
this land and the killers who want him dead—at any price . . . “Nobody spins a better western tale. If you want to read how real cowboys lived
and worked, then you must read a Dusty Richards novel.” —Mike Kearby, author of Ride the Desperate Trail “Dusty Richards writes a fastmoving story with the flavor of the real West.” —Elmer Kelton, author of Hard Ride
From the windswept plains and dusty streets of Dodge City, to the rocky arroyos of Arizona’s Verde Valley, to the early summer green of the
Little Bighorn Valley, these small gems give the reader a taste of all that made up the West. Saddle up with the inimitable Dusty Richards as
he spins his yarns of lawmen, cowboys, Indians, miners, and the women that loved them. Ride along with his characters as they facedown a
pack of hungry wolves. Cheer them on as they find love in a Dakota blizzard. Laugh uproariously as a stray tomcat nearly destroys a town.
Mourn with the girl who loved notorious outlaw Billy the Kid. Bargain along with a trader as he gets more than he bargained for in a Crow
village. Be very quiet as you follow a young cowboy in his hopeless attempt to rescue a white captive from the Apache. Grip the pages until
your knuckles are white with tension, weep for love lost and love found, and laugh until you cry. This volume also contains the previously
unpublished novella, Out of a Job and Not Earning a Dime. Most of all, though, sit back and relax as Dusty Richards, the master storyteller,
brings to life the West as it really was.
Retired Deputy Marshal Sam Brennan is chasing devils. First, the three drunken miners who butchered his wife and stepdaughters. Second,
the demon in the bottle that helps numb the pain. Doe is an Apache. All but enslaved by the gang of scalp hunters who killed her parents, she
has become a stranger in a strange land, an outcast from her tribe. After being sold for the second time to a white man, she is beaten and
abused on a daily basis. When Sam stumbles into her owner’s camp and witnesses a particularly savage beating, he orders the man to stop.
The brute draws a gun in response and fires off a shot. It's a fateful decision—and a mistake he will never have the chance to make again. So
begins a partnership that neither Sam nor Doe ever expected, but that will, in the end, define them. Soon, the Utes of the southern Rockies
speak of the Many Guns Woman who rides with the Hunter of Men. While in barrooms and saloons from Tombstone to Deadwood, men talk
of Sam Brennan and his gun-toting squaw. From the Colorado gold camps to the mountains of Arizona their pursuit leaves a trail of gun
smoke and legend across the west. This classic tale from legendary Western author Dusty Richards—the fifth in his award-winning Brandiron
Series—also features the novella "Bounty Riders" by J.B. Hogan, a friend and protege of Mr. Richards.
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